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ABSTRACT
This work addresses the problem of automatic track-
ing of pedestrians observed by a fixed camera in out-
door scenes. Tracking isolated pedestrians is not a
difficult task. The challenge arises when the track-
ing system has to deal with temporary occlusions and
groups of pedestrians. In both cases it is not possi-
ble to track each pedestrian during the whole video
sequence. However, the system should be able to rec-
ognize each pedestrian as soon as he/she becomes vis-
ible and isolated from the group. This paper presents
methods to tackle these difficulties. The proposed sys-
tem is based on a hierarchical approach which allows
the application of the same methods for tracking iso-
lated pedestrians and groups.
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1. Introduction

Tracking of pedestrians is a stimulating problem from
a theoretical point of view and it has important appli-
cations in surveillance, human-machine interface and
gesture analysis. Many works have attempt to accu-
rately estimate the shape of the human body along

a video sequence using 2D and 3D models of the ob-
ject boundary (e.g., see [1, 2]). In surveillance ap-
plications the objects have a small area in the image
and such a detailed description is not available. Re-
gion based methods are used instead. These methods
usually rely on the detection of active regions on the
image, followed by tracking algorithms used to match
the detected regions in consecutive frames [3, 4, 5]. So-
phisticated methods have been proposed for detection
of active regions e.g., based on background modelling
[6, 7]. The main difficulty concerns the correspondence
problem in the presence of multiple interacting objects.
Particulary, two difficulties are the occlusion of pedes-
trians by the scene and by other pedestrians. In both
cases it is not possible to track the pedestrians while
they are occluded. However in some applications, the
long term tracking of each pedestrian is an important
goal i.e., the tracking system should be able to rec-
ognize and track each pedestrian as soon as he/she
becomes visible after being occluded. This paper de-
scribes methods to tackle these difficulties.

2. Tracking System

Given an image sequence we wish to track all the
pedestrians appearing in the scene during a given time



interval. It is usually simple to track pedestrians in the
case that they are not occluded. When occlusions oc-
curs it is not possible to track the pedestrian. However
we would like to recognize each pedestrian after he/she
becomes visible and isolated. A system based on three
steps (Fig. 1) will be used in this paper.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the tracking system.

Figure 2. Example of the output of the three steps.

The first step computes the active region in each
frame. An active region is a connected subset of pixels
in which motion is observed. The second step com-
putes the evolution of each region along time when no
occlusion is observed. The trajectories of the region
centroids are denoted as tracks. Figure 2 shows a set
of 3 tracks detected in a video sequence. Finally, the
third step tries to match all the tracks associated to
the same pedestrian or group of pedestrians. We note
that all the three steps apply in the case of isolated
pedestrians as well as in the case of pedestrian groups.
When a pedestrian joins or leaves a group, new tracks
are generated.

3. Data Representation

Three concepts are used to represent the image data,
using a bottom-up approach: active region (connected
subset of active pixels); track (sequence of matched
regions detected in consecutive frames) and object (se-
quence of tracks associated to the same pedestrian or
group). Considering that pedestrians can occur iso-
lated or in group, the object can be simple or com-
pound, respectively. An example is shown in figures 3
and 4.

A set of images from a video sequence (figure 3)
and a x-t (figure 4) plot are presented. In the x-t plot
each region at frame t is represented by the x coor-
dinate of its center. The line segments represent the
tracks. The objects O1 and O2 are associated with

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Occlusion example. Frames before, during
and after the occlusion (frame number 60 (a), 99 (b)
and 120 (c)).
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Figure 4. x-t plot of the occlusion example of figure 3.

tracks {T1, T4} and {T2, T5}, respectively, and repre-
sent isolated pedestrians (simple objects). The object
O3 is associated with track T3 and represents a group
of pedestrians (compound object) that occurs when
the pedestrians overlap in the image.

Let ai denote an active pixel. It is assumed that
ai is defined as follows

ai = {[xiyi], [rigibi]} (1)

where [xiyi] is a vector of coordinates (pixel column
and line) and [rigibi] is a vector of color components.
An active region Rt

j detected at t-th frame is a set of
active pixels

Rt
j = {[aj1...ajNj

], θj} (2)

where ajk is an active pixel belonging to Rt
j and θj is

a vector of parameters characterizing the region prop-
erties. For example, θj may contain shape and color
information.

A track is defined by

Tk = {[Rtk1
i Rtk1+1

j ...Rtk2
l ], ζk} (3)

where [Rtk1
i Rtk1+1

j ...Rtk2
l ] is a sequence of matched re-

gions detected between frames tk1 and tk2 and ζk de-
fines the track parameters (e.g., color distribution, av-
erage velocity).

An object represents either an isolated pedestrian
or a group of pedestrians. In the first case, it is denoted
as a simple object and in the latter case, it is denoted
as a compound object. A simple object is a sequence of
tracks which corresponds to the position of the same
pedestrian along the video sequence. Therefore, it is
represented by

Om = {[Tq...Tu]} (4)

A compound object is also a sequence of tracks but it
also includes the indices of the objects which belong
to the group. In that case,

Om = {[Tq...Tu], Im} (5)

where Im contains the indices of the objects (simple
or compound) which joined the group. Every time
a person joins or leaves the group a new compound
object is created.

4. Tracking Methods

This section describes the methods used in each block
of the tracking system: region detection, track update
and object tracking. To detect the active pixels, a
background subtraction approach is used. The inten-
sity of each pixel is compared with a background im-
age. The difference between each pixel and the corre-
sponding pixel of the background image is computed.
The pixel is classified as active when the difference
exceeds a threshold. Then, morphological close is ap-
plied to fill small gaps. The connected sets of active
pixels are considered as active regions.

Track update (block 2) is performed by using a
mutual choice criterion. A region Rt

j is associated
to a track T t−1

k if Rt
j is the closest region and if

T t−1
k is the track closest to the region. Assuming

that T t−1
k = {[Rtk1

i ...Rt−1
l ], ζt−1

k }, the updated track
is T t

k = {[Rtk1
i ...Rt−1

l Rt
j ], ζ

t
k} where ζt

k is an updated
version of the track parameters. After this procedure,
all the tracks which are not updated end and all the
unmatched regions are considered as the beginning of
new tracks.

Object update is performed when new tracks are
created. New tracks are detected in three different
cases: i) a new pedestrian appears in the scene; ii) a
pedestrian which was occluded by the scene becomes
visible and iii) pedestrians join or leave a group. In
the first case, a new simple object is created. In the
second case, the new track is associated to an existing
object which represents the same pedestrian along the
video sequence (see O1 in figure 2). The last case is
the most complex. Every time a person joins a group a
new object (compound) is created (see figure 5). The
parameter I is initialized with the labels of all the ob-
jects belonging to this new compound object. When
a person leaves the group, its track is associated to an
existing object and a new compound object with less
members (new group) is usually created.

5. Experimental Results

The tracking system was applied to video sequences
which illustrate all the situations described above. The
sequences were acquired with a digital color camera
Canon-MV30i at 25 frames/seg. Figures 6-8 show



Figure 5. Compound object creation with the infor-
mation of the belonging objects.

three examples. In each case we show one frame of
the video sequence and the tracking results obtained
with the proposed algorithm described in this paper.
Figure 6 illustrates the occlusion of a pedestrian by the
scene. The algorithm manages to associate all the de-
tected tracks to a single object. Figure 7 illustrates the
occlusion of pedestrians walking in opposite directions.
A compound object O3 = {T3, I3}, I3 = {O1, O2} is
created at the occlusion instant. The new tracks de-
tected after the occlusion are correctly associated to
the original objects. The third example illustrates a
more complex case in which there is a meeting of a
couple of pedestrians, temporary occluded by a third
pedestrian. Again the algorithm described in the pa-
per manages to correctly solve this situation. It is re-
marked that O5 is a compound object which includes
a simple object O4 and a compound object O3. This
leads to a hierarchy of objects similar to the dendo-
gram representation used in clustering problems [8].

During the tracking experiments, several features
are computed for each object (e.g., area, velocity, tra-
jectory, etc). Figure 9 shows two such examples: the
evolution of the object area in the first video sequence
and the velocities of the objects in the third sequence.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents an algorithm to track multiple
pedestrians with occlusions caused by the scene or by
group creation. An hierarchical approach is used to
tackle these difficulties which allows the recovery of
the pedestrian tracks as soon as they become visible
again. The proposed algorithm was tested with dif-
ferent video sequences. Tracking results are presented
showing the ability of the proposed methods to per-
form long term tracking in the presence of complex
interactions.
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Figure 6. (a) A frame from sequence 1 and (b) the
corresponding x-t plot.
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(b)

Figure 7. (a) A frame from sequence 2 and (b) the
corresponding x-t plot.
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(b)

Figure 8. (a) A frame from sequence 3 and (b) the
corresponding x-t plot.
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Figure 9. (a) Evolution of the object area in sequence
1 and (b) evolution of the object velocities in sequence
3.


